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ARTS

IN THE COMMUNITY

Get Lit! Festival | Jazz KEWU 89.5
Local theatre productions
Creative Writing program and guest authors
First Friday Art Walk exhibitions
Music faculty and student performances
We are a community of scholars, teachers and learners committed
to an education that fosters creativity and appreciation for the arts;
develops excellence in communication and critical thinking; promotes
healthy lifestyles and ethical choices; and celebrates the life of
learning. We value the diversity of people, ideas and experiences.
Our students learn the skills to become leaders, responsible citizens
and engaged professionals – including successful filmmakers.

Imagination and creativity produce art. Art produces community.

www.ewu.edu
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Ticket Information

Welcome to SpIFF 2017!
The Spokane International Film Festival celebrates its 19th edition when it kicks
off on January 27, 2017. As the festival nears two decades, it is humbling to reflect
upon where SpIFF began; growing from a small weekend event to 10 days of some
of the best cinema the world has to offer. Since it began in 1999, SpIFF has provided
the Inland Northwest with a rich and diverse film-going experience, and this year’s
program continues that long tradition.
And in keeping with tradition, SpIFF celebrates the Inland Northwest. At the Opening
Gala at The Bing Crosby Theater on Friday, January 27, SpIFF will present the 1999 film
The Basket. Filmed and set in the Inland Northwest, its production paved the way for
Spokane’s currently thriving film and television industry. Director Rich Cowan and
others will be on hand to discuss the creation of The Basket and its significance to
the local and regional film communities. On opening night, Posterize! also returns
with another show designed by local artists and inspired by the SpIFF line-up. The
opening night festivities continue at our Opening Party at the Montvale Event Center.
Be sure to come and mix and mingle with the filmmakers and fellow SpIFFers!
Every year SpIFF brings a feast of international cinema to Spokane, and this year is no
exception. During the 10-day festival, SpIFF 2017 will screen films representing over 20
countries: 20 features and 40 shorts. Be sure to catch acclaimed international films
such as the quirky Lost in Paris (France/Belgium), the uplifting Nise: The Heart of
Madness (Brazil), and Israel’s 2016 box office champion the wonderful The Women’s
Balcony. Our slate of documentaries is strong as well: Conduct! (Germany) shows the
tension and elation of conducting an orchestra, Kedi (Turkey) peeks into the lives of
cats, Portrait of a Garden (Netherlands) reveals the patience behind restoring former
glory. And SpIFF is very excited to once again partner with the Spokane Symphony on
Saturday, February 4 at The Fox to present the 1925 classic Phantom of the Opera
accompanied with a live score performed by the Spokane Symphony. We are proud to
bring these, and many other acclaimed films to SpIFF 2017.
SpIFF will also host a plethora of notable short films from all over the globe. From
our colorful Animation Showcase to our diverse US & Canada and International
Shorts programs, SpIFF provides a comprehensive experience in the short film. SpIFF
2017 also returns The Emerging Filmmaker Program in partnership with Terrain: an
assortment of short films created by filmmakers, many of them local, on the first
steps of their journeys as artists.
Closing Weekend brings the Best of the Northwest, always a highlight of SpIFF,
celebrating the talent of filmmakers and storytellers of the Pacific Northwest, and
Diani & Devine Meet the Apocalypse; a hilarious and quirky dark comedy from
return filmmakers Etta Devine and Gabriel Diani, (The Selling, SpIFF 2012). And later
that evening, you can learn who takes home a SpIFFy at our Closing Party and Awards
announcement at the Montvale Event Center. Then be sure to catch our final shows on
Saturday, February 4 and Sunday, February 5.
SpIFF 2017 is presented by Eastern Washington University. EWU is committed to
the Arts in Spokane and the Inland Northwest. STCU is also a sponsor of Spokane’s
community-supported annual celebration of the cinematic arts. We are incredibly
grateful for our local sponsors, partners, artists and volunteers whose efforts and
support make SpIFF a unique and memorable experience!
It is once again my honor to direct this year’s festival, and I hope to see you
at SpIFF 2017.
See it at SpIFF!
Adam Boyd, SpIFF Director

TICKETS AND PASSES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full SpIFF Pass / $125 (excludes Phantom of the Opera on February 4)
Individual Magic Lantern Programs / $12 Buy 9 Get One Free
Individual Bing Programs / $13 (Best of Northwest / $8)
Matinee Programs (4pm and before, and as noted in program) / $10
Student Discount Tickets (Same Day only, with valid ID, while supply lasts) / $6
STCU Discount Tickets are 50% off

• All ticket sales are final. Open seating at all programs. All tickets to events at The Bing
are subject to an additional $2 Historic Preservation fee.

BOX OFFICE LOCATIONS & HOURS
• A SpIFF box office for will open 30 minutes before each screening, at the venue of
the film (Magic Lantern or The Bing Crosby Theatres).
• Advance Tickets may be purchased online at spokanefilmfestival.org up to 24
hours before the show. There is NO processing fee. Advance Tickets purchased
online will be held at Will Call at the theatre of your screening. In the event of a sold out
show, any unclaimed Will Call tickets will be released 10 minutes before the scheduled start
of the show in order to accommodate moviegoers on standby at the box office. Please be
aware that shows can sell out very quickly at the Magic Lantern. If Advance Tickets sell out
online, Same-Day tickets might still be available at the SpIFF box office.

• Same-Day Tickets may be purchased at the SpIFF Box Office of each venue.

Buy your tickets early online!

spokanefilmfestival.org

About Us

The Spokane International Film Festival (SpIFF) is presented by the
Contemporary Arts Alliance, a Spokane-based 501(c)(3) non-profit organization
whose mission is to engage a diverse audience in the arts by bringing highquality regional, national, and international contemporary art to the Inland
Northwest.
Director / Adam Boyd
Assitant Director / Kendra Ann Sherrill
Treasurer / Karen Leinen
Board of Directors / Pete Porter, Irv Broughton, Tierney Chabot, Kristin Edquist,
Carey Jackson, Vaughn Overlie, Marshall E. Peterson, Chase Ogden, Brandon
Smith, Philippe Valle, and Dan Webster.
SpIFF 2017 wishes to acknowledge the efforts of our Programmers:
Senior Programmers / Adam Boyd, Irv Broughton, Tierney Chabot, Isaac Joslin,
Vaughn Overlie, Pete Porter, Kendra Ann Sherrill, and Dan Webster
Associate Programmers / Sayer Broughton, Chase Ogden, Aaron Spickelmire
SpIFF also thanks the following for their contributions:
Luke Baumgarten, Hannah Dean, Tom Dineen, Vanessa Swenson, and Frédéric
Dugenet.

The STCU SpIFF 2017 Volunteer of the Year is Isaac Joslin.

Spokane International Film Festival | January 27 – February 5, 2017
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SpIFF thanks our 2017 Supporters!
Presenting Sponsor

Community Sponsors
Partners

Media Partner

Support

SpIFF is an all-volunteer effort brought to you by the Contemporary Arts
Alliance, a non-profit 501(3)(c) organization. Your financial support helps us
bring the best films to Inland Northwest audiences. Support at any level is
welcome and appreciated. To make a donation, to sponsor a film,
or to volunteer, please call (509) 720-SpIFF. Donate securely online by visiting
www.spokanefilmfestival.org/support. Thank you!

Content advisory: SpIFF screens independent cinema from around the world
and most of it is unrated. We recommend discretion as some material is
unsuitable for children. Please search spokanefilmfestival.org for additional
information about individual titles.

SpIFF 2017 Poster & Program Cover Design by Darrien Mack
SpIFF Program by Kendra Ann Sherrill
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All About
SpIFFy Awards!
Best of the Northwest
Certain films made in the Northwest
are eligible for the Gold and Silver
SpIFFy for Best of the Northwest SpIFF
2017.

Features
Certain feature films are eligible for
the Gold and Silver SpIFFy.

Documentaries
Certain feature documentaries are eligible for the Gold and Silver
SpIFFy for Best Documentary of 2017: Death by a Thousand Cuts,
District Zero, Mixed Match, Portrait of a Garden, and Strangers on
the Earth.

Shorts
• All shorts are eligible for the Best
Short Award.
• All short animations are eligible for
the Best Animated Short Award.
• All shorts in the Best of the
Northwest are eligible for both a
Jury and Audience Award for
• Best of the Northwest.

Filmmakers

"And the
SpIFFy
goes to..."

SpIFF also selects a
Most Promising Filmmaker Award,
which acknowledges an emerging filmmaker whom we believe is
destined for future achievements.

Audience Awards
Audience Awards for Best Feature, Best Documentary, Best Short,
and Best Animation will be announced on SpIFF’s web site,
www.spokanefilmfestival.org after all of the votes have been counted.

STCU Sponsored Awards
STCU proudly sponsors the
Volunteer of the Year Award and
The Best of the Northwest Filmmaker Award.

Let your voice be heard!
Cast your vote for best film—ballots are available at each film
screening. The highest-rated films in each category will receive
SpIFF’s Audience Award.

Spokane International Film Festival | January 27 – February 5, 2017

OPENING NIGHT! | FRIDAY | January 27

7:30 pm / The Bing Crosby Theater

The Basket

Rich Cowan / USA / 1999 / 105 mins
SpIFF is proud to present our Opening Night Gala screening of The Basket! A picturesque Pacific Northwest community raising its wheat and children in the midst of a nation reeling from World War I sets the stage for The Basket. In a
time of pain and prejudice woven against a background of beauty, The Basket ultimately points to triumph and hope
in America. The arrival of a new schoolteacher Martin Conlon (Peter Coyote) sets the town in motion as he introduces
a new game called basketball.
« Rich Cowan, Danny Heigh, and Frank Swoboda are Scheduled
to Attend
Sponsored by
AAHosted by Dan Webster, of Movies 101 and Spokane7.com

LET’S
!
Y
T
R
PA

OPENING PARTY
9:30 pm / Montvale Event Center; 1017 W 1st Ave
Join us after our opening screening of The Basket as we gather
to celebrate the 19th Spokane International Film Festival.

Rub elbows with fellow film aficionados,
local filmmakers, and guest filmmakers too!
This SpIFFy soirée will have food, drink, and music!
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SATURDAY | January 28

12:00 pm / Magic Lantern (100)

Mixed Match

Jeff Chiba Stearns / Canada / 2016 / 95 mins.
Mixed Match is an important human story told from the
perspective of mixed race blood cancer patients who must
reflect on their multiracial identities and complex genetics
as they struggle with a seemingly impossible search to
find bone marrow donors. With the multiracial community
becoming one of the fastest growing demographics in
North America, being mixed race is no longer just about an
identity, it can be a matter of life and death.

Sponsored by

« Jeff Chiba Stearns and Athena Mari Asklipiadis are Scheduled to
+

Attend

Encore screening: Sunday, Jan 29 @ 12:30pm

3:00 pm / Magic Lantern (100)

6:30 pm / Magic Lantern (100)

Animation Showcase

Strangers on the Earth

A selection of the world’s finest animation.
Some material may be unsuitable for children.
Blind Vaysha (Theodore Ushev; Canada; 0:08) / À La Dérive
(Drifting Away) (Cyprien Clement-Delmas; Spain; 0:15) /
Glove (Alexa Haas and Bernardo Britto; USA; 0:06) / Groomed
(Samantha Armiger; USA; 0:03) / The Head Vanishes (Franck
Dion; Canada; 0:10) / Lead in the Head (Du Plomb dans la Tête)
(Aurore Peuffier; France; 0:08) / Moom (Robert Kondo and
Daisuke ‘Dice’ Tsutsumi; Japan; 0:14) / Plein été (Josselin
Facon; France; 0:06) / Uncanny Valley (Paul Wenninger;
France/Austria; 0:13)

Tristan Cook / Spain / USA / 2016 / 96 mins. / Documentary
Perhaps Europe’s most popular pilgrimage, the Camino
de Santiago attracts wayfarers of all stripes to walk its
ancient paths in search of meaning. One such pilgrim is
Dane Johansen, an American cellist who in 2014 ventured
to walk the Camino with his instrument on his back,
performing music for his fellow pilgrims along the way.
Accompanied by the vast landscapes of Northern Spain,
the haunting music of J.S. Bach for solo cello (performed
by Johansen), and the very personal struggles and joys of
the many pilgrims encountered along the way, Strangers
on the Earth examines the physical, mental and spiritual
aspects of the concept of ‘journey’ and the vital role it can
play as part of the human experience. In multiple languages
with English subtitles.

AAHosted by Pete Porter, Professor and Chair of Theatre and Film

+

at EWU (January 28 only)
Encore screening: Thursday, February 2 @ 6:45pm &
Saturday, February 4 @ 2:00pm

« Tristan Cook is Scheduled to Attend
+ Encore screening: Sunday, January 29 @ 6:00pm

Blind Vashtya and The Head Vanishes short-listed for Best
Animated Short Academy Award

12:30 pm / Magic Lantern (33)

US & Canada Shorts

Portrait of a Garden

« Ryan Brown, director of Tom, The Knife Salesman, is

Sponsored by

A variety of short films from the US and Canada.
Some material may be unsuitable for children.
Bombing (Gloria R. Mercer; Canada; 0:13) /Gardeners of the
Forest (Ceylan Carhoglu and Nicole Jordan-Webber; USA;
0:15) / Gardening At Night (Shayna Connelly; USA; 0:12) /
Second Skin (Charlie Manton; UK; 0:20) / The Suitor (Alvaro
Congosto; USA; 0:12) / Super Sex (Matthew Modine; USA; 0:7)
/ Tom, The Knife Salesman (Ryan Brown; USA; 0:12)

+

Scheduled to Attend

Encore screening: Monday, Jan 30 @ 6:45pm

7:00 pm / Magic Lantern (33)

3:00 pm / Magic Lantern (33)

Death by a Thousand Cuts

Rosie Stapel / Netherlands / 2015 / 98 mins. / Documentary
In an historical vegetable garden on a Dutch estate, the
85 year-old pruning master and the gardener tend to the
espaliers. Surrounded by vegetable patches, citrus trees in
the historical orangery, the orchard and lush grapevines, they
show the passion, dedication and knowledge that make up the
essential ingredients of successfully maintaining a large and
vibrant garden. In Dutch with English Subtitles.

AAHosted by Susan Mulvihill, author and garden columnist for

+

The Spokesman-Review (January 28 only)
Encore screening: Wednesday, February 1 @ 6:45pm

+

Jake Kheel, Juan Mejia Botero / USA / 2016 / 73 mins. /
Documentary
In Death by a Thousand Cuts, Eligio Eloy Vargas, alias
Melaneo, a Dominican Park Ranger in the Sierra de
Bahoruco National Park was found brutally murdered
by machete. At the time, he was believed to have been
on patrol investigating an illegal charcoal production
site often run by Haitians coming across the border
into protected Dominican forests. This murder becomes
the metaphor for the larger story of increasing tension
between Haiti and the Dominican Republic over illicit
charcoal exploitation and mass deforestation.. In Spanish
and Creole with English subtitles.
Encore screening: Sunday, February 5 @ 12:00pm
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SATURDAY | January 28 continued...

9:00 pm / Magic Lantern (100)

Creepy

Kiyoshi Kurosawa / Japan / 2016 / 130 mins.
Horror returns to SpIFF in 2017 with Kiyoshi Kurosawa’s nailbiting thriller! A year after a botched hostage negotiation
with a serial killer turned deadly, ex-detective Koichi
(Hidetoshi Nishijima), and his wife move into a new house
with a deeply strange new neighbor (Teruyuki Kagawa).
Koichi becomes curious about an unsolved missingpersons case from six years back involving a family’s
disappearance and the teenage daughter they left behind.
As he digs deeper, he begins to suspect that his next-door
neighbor may somehow be involved. As past and present
merge, unraveling the two becomes a labyrinthine web of
deception and secrets. Hypnotic, dripping with atmosphere,
and scary as hell, Kurosawa delivers the goods with skincrawling creepiness to spare. In Japanese with English
Subtitles.
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SUNDAY | January 29

12:00 pm / Magic Lantern (100)

3:00 pm / Magic Lantern (100)

Médecin de Campagne (Irreplaceable)

The Women’s Balcony (Ismach Hatani)

AAHosted by Philippe Valle, Instructor of Graphic Design at the

An accident during a bar mitzvah celebration leads to a gender
rift in a devout Orthodox community in Jerusalem, in this
rousing, good-hearted tale about women speaking truth to
patriarchal power. When the women’s balcony in an Orthodox
synagogue collapses, the congregation falls into crisis.
Charismatic young Rabbi David appears to be a savior after the
accident, but slowly starts pushing his fundamentalist ways
and tries to take control. This tests the women’s friendships
and creates a rift between the community’s women and men.
The box office champion of Israel in 2016! In Hebrew with English
Subtitles.

Thomas Lilti / France / 2016 / 102 mins.
Rolling off Hippocrates, which world premiered at the
Cannes’ Critics’ Week to warm reviews, doctor-turnedfilmmaker Thomas Lilti delves once again into the medical
world with Irreplacable (The Country Doctor). The social
dramedy stars Francois Cluzet (Intouchables) as a devoted
and revered countryside doctor whose life gets rocked by a
middle-age woman who has come from the city hospital to
earn her chops. Challenging each other with opposite views
on medicine, can the pair bond and learn from one another?
In French with English Subtitles.
North Idaho College

12:30 pm / Magic Lantern (33)

Mixed Match
(See description, page 8)

Shlomit Nehama & Emil Ben-Simon / Israel / 2016 / 96 mins.

AAHosted by Neal Schindler, Director of Spokane Area Jewish
Family Services

6:00 pm / Magic Lantern (33)

Strangers on the Earth
(See description, page 9)

Don’t miss out!
Buy your tickets
early online.
spokanefilmfestival.org
3:00 pm / Magic Lantern (33)

World Shorts

A selection of the finest short films from around the world.
Getting Fat in a Healthy Way (Kevork Aslanyan; Bulgaria;
0:22) / Nobody Dies Here (Simon Panay; France / Spain /
Benin ; 0:23) / Rainbow Party (Eva Sigurdardottir; Iceland;
0:15) / Samedi (Saturday) (Hannibal Mahé; France; 0:15) /
Speechless (Robin Polak; Germany; 0:07)

6:30 pm / Magic Lantern (100)

Our Love Story (Yeon-ae-dam)

Lee Hyunju / South Korea / 2016 / 99 mins.
Yoon-ju is a graduate student of fine arts and is working on
her graduation exhibition. One day, while she is searching
materials for her project, she runs into Ji-soo at a junk
shop. Watching Ji-soo in an odd place, Yoon-ju finds herself
drawn to her. After their initial encounter, Yoon-ju once
again runs into Ji-soo at a convenience store, and the two
eventually start dating. Never having enjoyed dating men,
Yoon-ju finds Ji-soo fascinating and becomes completely
infatuated with her. In Korean with English Subtitles.

AAHosted by Elisha Miranda, Assistant Professor of Theatre and
Film at EWU
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MONDAY | January 30

TUESDAY | January 31

WEDNESDAY | February 1

6:30 pm / Magic Lantern (100)

6:30 pm / Magic Lantern (100)

6:30 pm / Magic Lantern (100)

Kedi

Ceyda Torun / USA / Turkey / Germany / 2016 / 80 mins.
/ Documentary
Kedi is not a documentary about house cats or the strays
you occasionally see in your back yard. Kedi is a film about
the hundreds of thousands of cats who have roamed
the metropolis of Istanbul freely for thousands of years,
wandering in and out of people’s lives, impacting them in
ways only an animal who lives between the worlds of the
wild and the tamed can. In Istanbul, cats are the mirrors to
ourselves. In Turkish with English Subtitles.

Lost in Paris

Dominique Abel and Fiona Gordon / France / Belgium /
2016 / 83 mins.
When Fiona’s orderly life is disrupted by a letter of distress
from her 93-year-old Aunt Martha (delightfully portrayed by
Academy Award-nominee Emmanuelle Riva) who is living in
Paris, Fiona hops on the first plane she can and arrives only
to discover that Martha has disappeared. Lost in Paris is a
wondrously fun and hectic tale of peculiar people finding love
while lost in the City of Lights. In French with English Subtitles.

AAHosted by Florian Preisig, Professor of French and Chair
Modern Languages & Literatures at EWU

« Ceyda Torun is Invited to Attend

Nise – The Heart of Madness

Roberto Berliner / Brazil / 2015 / 106 mins.
Dr. Nise da Silveira arrives in a psychiatric hospital on the
outskirts of Rio de Janeiro and refuses to employ the new and
violent electroshock and lobotomy in the treatment of mental
illness. Ridiculed by her colleagues, Nise takes the abandoned
Sector for Occupational Therapy, where she would start a
revolution through paints, dogs and love. In Portuguese with
English subtitles.

6:45 pm / Magic Lantern (33)

Portrait of a Garden
(See description, page 9)

6:45 pm / Magic Lantern (33)

THURSDAY | February 2

US and Canada Shorts
(See description, page 8)

6:45 pm / Magic Lantern (33)

District Zero

Jorge Fernández Mayoral, Pablo Tosco, Pablo Iraburu /
Spain / 2015 / 67 mins. / Documentary
Maamun opens the door to his shop, like he does every
other morning, repairing mobile phones. Their memory
cards contain their past in Syria: happiness, routine, family
life. And then the war came, bringing destruction, fear and
flight. Maamun recovers lost photos and sounds, recharges
batteries, and restores the only link his neighbours still have
with Syria. In Arabic with English subtitles.

+

Encore screening: Saturday, February 4 @ 4:30pm

6:30 pm / Magic Lantern (100)

Dolores

Michael Rösel / Germany / 2016 / 90 mins.
Georg Letterer is an introvert modeler, who builds detailobsessed prototypes. He receives an order from famous
Hollywood Actress Dolores Moor to make a model of her
extravagant Villa. This is the opportunity for Georg to escape.
In German with English Subtitles.

AAHosted by Drew Ayers, Assistant Professor of Theatre and Film
at EWU

Preceded by Speechless
Robin Polak / Germany / 2016 / 7 mins.
A little boy walks through a toy store full of people talking a
strange and incomprehensible language. Alone he bonds with
a young mother who finds a way to communicate with him
without words.

6:45 pm / Magic Lantern (33)

Animation Showcase
(See description, page 9)
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FRIDAY | February 3

5:30 pm / The Bing Crosby Theater

Best of the Northwest

A program of unique and award-winning short
films, all harvested from right here in the great
northwest.
A Happy Ending (Lindy Boustedt; 0:06) / The
Boondogglers (Garrett Elmer; 0:15) / Dreamliner
(Michael Easton; 0:10) / The Ethernaut (Travis Lien;
0:12) / The Illusion of Talent (Adam Gaulke; 0:11)
/ Lifeline (Adam Harum; 0:19) / Pie and Whiskey
(Chase Ogden; 0:12)
Tickets only $8 / $5 for students!
Sponsored by

« Filmmakers are Scheduled to Attend
AAHosted by Adam Boyd, Director of SpIFF

7:30 pm / The Bing Crosby Theater

Diani & Devine
Meet The Apocalypse
Etta Devine and Gabriel Diani / USA / 2016 / 90 mins.

Two comedians. One apocalypse.
When all power and communication systems mysteriously shut off, down on their luck comedians
Gabriel Diani and Etta Devine pack up their things and hit the road in search of a safe haven to wait out
the possible extinction event. Accompanied by their trusty dog Watson and their miserable cat Mrs.
Peel, the duo must struggle against the mundane realities of the collapse of civilization while retaining
their decency and rationality as the rest of humanity starts getting really, really weird.
Sponsored by

« Etta Devine and Gabriel Diani are Scheduled to Attend

G
CLOSIN
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E
W

AWARDS PARTY
9:30 pm / Montvale Event Center; 1017 W 1st Ave

Join us after our closing screening of Diani &
Devine Meet The Apocalypse to celebrate a sucessful
SpIFF 2017! We’ll have food, drink, festivity and
filmmakers. SpIFF 2017 awards (except audience
awards) will be announced.
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SUNDAY | February 5

SATURDAY | February 4

11:30 am / Magic Lantern (100)

Au Nom de ma Fille (In Her Name)

Vincent Garenq / France / Germany / 2016 / 87 mins.
Inspired by a true story. July 10, 1982: Kalinka Bamberski,
fourteen years old, is found dead in her mother’s new house
in Germany. André Bamberski, Kalinka’s father, sets out for
justice – even if it means spending his whole life in order for
justice to be done. In French with English Subtitles.

AAHosted by Frédéric Dugenet, Lecturer in Languages and
Cultures at Whitworth University

12:00 pm / Magic Lantern (33)

World Shorts
(See description, page 11)

4:00 pm / Magic Lantern (100)

Emerging Filmmaker Program & Panel

Whether there’re young, students, or just new to film
scene, the Emerging Filmmakers Showcase presented by
Terrain and SpIFF features several short films by artists
just beginning their filmmaking careers. Q & A to follow
the screening.
Astray (Lubna Bagsair; United Arab Emirates; 0: 07) /
Everybody Does It (Megan Brotherton; USA; 0:11) / Feral
(Alixandra Saucier; USA; 0:13) / G-Man (Andrew Wickwire;
USA; 0:09) / Groomed (Samantha Armiger; USA; 0:03) /
Slow Sea (Sean Finley; USA; 0:04) / Are We Them Yet?
(Keith Kavanagh; USA; 0:04) / Keep Your Hands Up (Justin
Whiteman; USA; 0:13)

« Filmmakers are Scheduled to Attend

AAHosted by Chase Ogden, Programmer for SpIFF

11:30 am / Magic Lantern (100)

Conduct! Every Move Counts

Götz Schauder / Germany / 2016 / 81 mins. / Documentary
Every two years 24 young conductors travel to the Frankfurt
Opera House to compete against each other in the world’s
leading Sir Georg Solti conducting competition. Conduct!
Every Move Counts accompanies five of them through
evaluation rounds up to the final, which two of them reach. All
five conductors have to endure challenges in Frankfurt that
put to test their musical skills and their character. Thanks
to the precise observations of the camera and unvarnished
comments by the musicians Conduct! Every Move Counts
documents the interplay between conductor and orchestra
with unique authenticity. In English and German with English
Subtitles.

Sponsored by

4:30 pm / Magic Lantern (33)

District Zero
(See description, page 12)

12:00 pm / Magic Lantern (33)

Death by a Thousand Cuts
(See description, page 9)

2:00 pm / Magic Lantern (100)

After the Storm

Hirokazu Koreeda / Japan / 2016 / 117 mins.
Dwelling on his past glory as a prize-winning author, Ryota
(Hiroshi Abe) wastes the money he makes as a private
detective on struggles to find a lasting place in the life of
his young son (Taiyo Yoshizawa) – until a stormy summer
night offers them a chance to truly bond again. In Japanese
with English Subtitles.

Sponsored by

AAHosted by Nathan Weinbender of "Movies 101" and the
Spokesman Review

2:30 pm / Magic Lantern (33)

Animation Showcase
(See description, page 9)

7:30 pm / The Fox

Phantom of the Opera with the Spokane Symphony

Rupert Julian / USA / 1925 / 93 mins.
Don’t miss this season’s Symphonic Film at The Fox, the 1925 classic Phantom of the Opera. Watch
the great Lon Chaney, Sr. in one of his most memorable roles while the Spokane Symphony performs
the soundtrack LIVE. They will be joined by pianist Rick Friend, performing his own musical score to
accompany the digitally restored version of the film. This rendition of the literary classic remains
most famous for Chaney’s ghastly, self-devised make-up, which was kept under wraps until the film’s
premiere.
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Jeremy
McComb
returns home
Friday night
for a show at
Nashville
North.
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MCCOMB’S
SWEET HOME
YOUR
WEEKLY
GUIDE TO FUN

Country artist
credits his North
Idaho upbringing
with fostering his
love of music

IN THE INLAND
NORTHWEST

The mention must not have been honorable
PAUL
TURNER

THE SLICE

J

effrey Neuberger had phoned a national
bank’s customer service line.
A representative in some distant corner
of America answered. When Jeffrey said he
was calling from Spokane, she responded “Oh,
I wouldn’t want to live there; that’s a scary
city.”
He asked her why she thought Spokane is a
scary place. Her answer: “I’ve watched a few
‘cold case’ television shows and they always
seem to mention Spokane.”
Oh, OK.
Let’s move on.
A CENTENNIAL TRAIL PET PEEVE: “There
are three kinds of dog walkers,” wrote Jay
Leipham.
One kind bags up their pets’ droppings and
takes the bag with them.
A second kind lets the animals do their

MUSIC, C3

Lynn offered a choice between “Inland
Northwest African Violet Society” and “Inland
Empire African Violet Society.”
And she wondered if “club” might be more
welcoming than “society.”
business and then proceeds as if nothing had
happened.
SLICE ANSWER: “How did quitting smoking
Then there is a third kind. These people bag change my life?” wrote Terry Martin. “I always
up the dog’s deposit but leave the full bag on
knew I would quit smoking the moment I
the edge of the trail.
found out I was pregnant. But when I turned
“The plastic protects its contents from the
35 and nothing had happened yet, I was
deteriorating effects of precipitation and the
beginning to wonder. Then my future husband
desiccating effects of sunlight and dry air, FOR suggested a vacation traveling in his little
MONTHS.”
Toyota pickup with a standard cab. I knew I
Jay can only shake his head. “Someday, if
couldn’t smoke in that small area so I decided
there is any ultimate justice, these people will
to quit smoking.
suffer the consequences, although I’m at a loss
“Seven days later, I got pregnant. Of course, I
as to the appropriate punishment.”
didn’t know that for a few months, but I’ve
always said it was a divine reward for quitting.”
YOUR CHANCE TO VOTE: “I’m going to be
starting a horticulture club next spring for folks
TODAY’S SLICE QUESTION: When did your
interested in African violets,” wrote Lynn
attitude about RVs change?
Lombard. “I’m hoping to attract folks from
both Washington and Idaho. What would be
Write The Slice at P.O. Box 2160, Spokane, WA
the more appealing, appropriate name, given
99210; call (509) 459-5470; email
local sensitivities, such as I read about
pault@spokesman.com. Do you regard a state
regularly in your column?”
income tax as the boogeyman?
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Every 3 minutes, someone is diagnosed in the US with life threatening blood
cancer like leukemia. For many patients, a bone marrow transplant is their
only chance at survival. Only 30% of patients find matching donors within
their families. The remaining 70%, like the patients pictured above, must search for
an unrelated donor-- a stranger to save their life.
Mixed Marrow is a non profit dedicated to finding bone marrow and blood cell
donors to patients of minority and mixed descent- the largest growing demographic
in the US. Minority donors are in a desperate need since similar ancestry is
necessary for most viable matching to occur and the breakdown of the current
registry is not very diverse.



Thanks to SpIFF and the documentary film,
Mixed Match, we are able to help host a
registration drive with a Be The Match
representative following the
12pm screening on January 28. Please
come learn more about how you can have
the ability to save a life and register with
us this Saturday!

Learn more about our cause: www.mixedmarrow.org
More on the film: www.mixedmatchproject.com

123 S Post St
Spokane, WA 99201
509.838.8504
WATCH A SPIFF FILM
BRING A TICKET STUB TO HOTEL RUBY2
SINGLES STARTING AT $60
DOUBLES STARTING AT $70
BOOK NOW!

www.hotelruby2.com
*Subject to availability. Cannot be combined with other discounts. Expires 02.28.17.

Spokane
Spokane
International
International Film
Film Festival
Festival| | January
January
2727–February
– February 5, 2017
5, 2017

Your Table
is Waiting
FEBRUARY 23
through MARCH 4
InlanderRestaurantWeek.com
#InlanderRW
BENEFITTING

1515

Portrait of a Garden

Mixed Match

The Basket

Conduct! Every Move Counts

Lost in Paris

Creepy

Diani & Devine Meet
The Apocalypse

Kedi

The 19th annual Spokane International
Film Festival includes features and
shorts from around the globe!

The Women’s Balcony
(Ismach Hatani)
Nise – The Heart of Madness

FRIDAY | January 27
7:30pm

The Basket
+ FILMMAKER VISIT

9:30pm SpIFF Opening Party

Mixed Match
12:00pm + FILMMAKER VISIT
US and Canada Shorts
+ FILMMAKER VISIT

The Bing
MEC

12:00pm Médecin de Campagne
(Irreplaceable)
12:30pm

ML (100)

Mixed Match
+ FILMMAKER VISIT

3:00pm

The Women’s Balcony
(Ismach Hatani)

3:00pm

World Shorts

6:00pm

Strangers on the Earth

6:30pm

Our Love Story (Yeon-aedam)

ML (33)

3:00pm Animation Showcase

ML (100)

3:00pm Portrait of a Garden

ML (33)

6:30pm Strangers on the Earth

ML (100)

6:30pm

7:00pm

Death by a Thousand Cuts

ML (33)

6:45pm

9:00pm

Creepy

ML (100)

+ FILMMAKER VISIT

THURSDAY | February 2

SUNDAY | January 29

SATURDAY | January 28

12:30pm

Our Love Story (Yeon-ae-dam)

+ FILMMAKER VISIT

ML (100)
ML (33)

ML (33)

FRIDAY | February 3

ML (33)

7:30pm

ML (33)
ML (100)

ML (100)

US and Canada Shorts

ML (33)

TUESDAY | January 31

KEY

6:30pm

Lost in Paris

ML (100)

ML(100)

6:45pm

District Zero

ML (33)

Magic Lantern Theatre, 25 W. Main.
Large theatre (100 seats).
ML(33)
Magic Lantern Theatre, 25 W. Main.
Small theatre, seats are limited (33).
Please purchase tickets early.
The Bing The Bing Crosby Theater, 901 W. Sprague Ave
MEC
Montvale Event Center, 1017 W 1st Ave
The Fox 1001 W Sprague Ave

6:45pm Animation Showcase

5:30pm Best of the Northwest

+ FILMMAKER VISIT
+ FILMMAKER VISIT

ML (100)

ML (100)

MONDAY | January 30
Kedi

6:30pm Dolores

Diani & Devine Meet The
Apocalypse

The Bing
The Bing

+ FILMMAKER VISIT

9:30pm SpIFF Awards Party

MEC

SATURDAY | February 4
11:30am Au Nom de ma Fille (In Her
Name)

ML (100)

12:00pm World Shorts

ML (33)

2:00pm After the Storm

ML (100)

2:30pm Animation Showcase

ML (33)

Terrain Emerging
4:00pm Filmmakers Showcase

ML (100)

4:30pm District Zero

ML (33)

7:30pm

Phantom of the Opera
with Spokane Sympony

The Fox

WEDNESDAY | February 1
6:30pm

Nise: The Heart of Madness

ML (100)

6:45pm

Portrait of a Garden

ML (33)

SUNDAY | February 5
11:30am Conduct! Every Move
Counts

ML (100)

12:00pm Death by a Thousand Cuts

ML (33)

